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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

4244    ""I am a God of Great Strength and a God of Great Knowledge.  I am not a God of Great Weakness nor a God 
of Great Ignorance.  Therefore, arm yourself, that you not be denied any Truth nor any Freedom.
4245    ""For whosoever has disarmed you has made you weak and deprived you of all Truth and all Freedom.""

CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR
ANCIENT SCAMS, TODAY'S DISGUISES
PROGRAMMED IGNORANCE BY DESIGN
LEGISLATED ENSLAVEMENT

4246    If you don't think the gist of that fictionalized conversation is a solid historical fact, we suggest you re-read 
European history!  Burning at the stake was very common by the end of the contrived Dark Ages, during which Rome 
became a 'church' instead of a political 'government' without giving up one twit of power in either category in the 
process!  As a matter of fact, the Vatican maintained a standing army until 1610!  The Pope's personal guard, the 
Swiss Guard is but the modern Praetorian Guards, a holdover from 'Emperial' times.  The 'college' of Cardinals (red) is 
nothing more than the Roman Senate with all its former powers still intact!  There are many more such facts, but this 
book hasn't room for them.  You will have to research these and other fine points for yourself, and do it while the 
evidence is still available!
4247    Those ancient tactics to produce a programmed ignorant generation by design are working as well today as they 
did nearly seventeen hundred (1,700) years ago!
4248    You don't think so?

PROGRAMMED IGNORANCE BY DESIGN

4249    Then why?, After forced integration, did 'government' lower educational standards to the point the national 
average of one out of four Black and/or White high-school graduates can neither read, write, nor count?!  Can't even 
read their diploma!  The previous pre-integration standard was one out of five for Black students and one out of fifty 
for Whites at elementary school levels!  Now it's one out of four at High School and College!
4250    And if you don't think this programmed ignorant generation is really ignorant, try to hold an intelligent 
conversation with any of them!
4251    They are thoroughly conversant in:  communism as a preferred way of life without knowing what it is, 
racemixing, illegal narcotics, debauchery, promiscuity and all other such immoral degeneracies they're taught to accept 
and involve themselves in without questioning; but two-thirds of them can't even tell time except on a digital watch!
4252    The Roman Government-cum-Catholic Church didn't get that totally free ride they had planned, more by 
bureaucratic incompetence than anything else; and Martin Luther, King Henry VIII, and a few thousand such 
'Protestants' splintered off into their own versions of 'hallelujahism'.  But most, if not all, kept and still retain virtually 
all the pagan practices, including Sunday as the weekly Sabbath; Christ Incarnate:  'god, the-father; god, the-son; and 
god, the-holy-ghost'; followed hard on the heels with 'praise Jesus' in blatant violation of the Commandments!
4253    That's why we have 'christians' all over the landscape that aren't one damned bit 'holier' than their demonic 
paganistic origin:  the Roman Catholic Church; who is now hell-bent on 'reunification of the churches'!  Which means, 
back to the Catholic, or else!  You will find this reunification of the churches is a major foundation block in both the 
soon-coming European Parliament:  a ten-nation, largely figurehead, confederacy for the present assembly of Common 
Market countries and the One World Government movement of Rockefellers and Bilderbergers!
4254    You guessed it.  The Vatican intends to rule the world by being the high 'spiritual head' of that One World 
Government!  And they are damned well on their way to doing just exactly that!  Let us take a quick exposé of a few 
'liberal' proposals that have become the law of the land or are destined to do so in the very near future; and you will 
see just how devious and just how far advanced the Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement is to completion!  And 
what few flies there are in that ointment can provide a means of escape for the Holy Elect Remnant!
4255    JUSTINIAN:  "Oh, (sleaze) Petronius, The Anointed is upon us, again!"
4256    PETRONIUS:  "Oh, sleazy one, he and his damned Akurians will be the death of us!"
4257    (You can damned well bet on that!)
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LEGISLATED ENSLAVEMENT

4258    First:  and undoubtedly the single greatest danger to the Constitution of the United States is the blatant 
distortion of plain English, legal intent and both the spirit and letter of the law; perpetrated by the One World 
Government Socialists on the Supreme Court in their ruling against individual ownership and possession of firearms as 
clearly provided in by:  Article II, Bill Of Rights; which also sets aside the fact that a "militia" is necessary for "the 
common defense"  (as opposed to individual defense) and thus provides the citizen without any restriction of race, sex, 
age, religion, national origin or previous railroadings with the capability of instant self-defense!  Even against the 
criminals in government, especially police forces.
4259    The problem with all that is:  instant self-defense by the individual really means against oppressive and 
traitorous politicians, starting with evidence-manufacturing police; fact-distorting City, County/Parish, State and 
Federal Prosecuting Attorneys; Masonic and Knights of Columbus and Temple Israel controlled courts, beginning with 
that god-damned United States Supreme Court!  Politicians, bureaucrats and other overpriced jackass elements would 
also come under the powder-and-shot corrections and re-education with respect to public service; redneck, yea-nigger, 
kak-jew elements wouldn't last as long as a snowball in hell!  And such instant self-defense by the individual would 
eliminate a ton of money from the House of Judah coffers, especially do-nothing 'administrators' on the payroll of all 
the socialist 'anti-crime' agencies.
4260    Let us give you an example of just how jackass these 'liberal' proposals of 'gun control' really are and the 
outright god-damned lies expounded to 'justify' them as reputed 'crime preventatives'!
4261    Lie number one, "More than 20,000 deaths each year from handguns!"
4262    Fact:  There are less than 20,000 deaths and injuries each year from all types of firearms, including police in-
the-line-of-duty; excluding war!
4263    Fact:  One out of five criminals shot are shot by intended victims, not law enforcement personnel!
4264    Fact:  Ninety-nine point nine percent (99.9%) of all crime victims are unarmed!  Yet 99.9% of armed victims 
kill, capture, or seriously injure their assailants!
4265    Fact:  There are over 30,000 deaths and over 250,000 serious injuries each year exclusively to children under 
the age of sixteen just from bicycles alone!  But not a god-damned word from the socialists of either spectrum about 
bicycle control!  Nor from the god-damned idiot 'churches' either!  Their hypocrisy is exceeded only by their stupidity 
which is exceeded only by their demonisms!
4266    Fact:  The Federal Bureau of Investigation annual crime statistics report has documented each and every year 
of publication that, seventy-five to eighty-five percent of all crimes of violence are committed by a non-white!  But not 
a god-damned word from the socialists of either spectrum about ethnic gun controls!  And if they did come up with 
some such nonsense, this Holy Order would see them in hell first, as there are as many 'ethnics' per-capita laying dead 
in our military cemeteries, living in our veteran's hospitals and facilities, paying the daily price for their honorable 
service; and many more, in fact, the vast majority are living as law-abiding citizens!
4267    Fact:  The highest crime areas are the same areas with the most stringent gun controls where self defense and 
the means of self defense are both felonies!  Unarmed citizens make prime victims!
4268    Fact:  The lowest crime areas are the areas where intended victims can lower survival rates of criminal 
elements!  Better known as lack of gun controls!
4269    Fact:  Once disarmed by 'gun control' or any other pretext, the citizen is totally defenseless against criminal 
elements, corrupt and oppressive governments, including police and courts, but worst of all:  the Enslaver!
4270    It's time long overdue to begin to bring 'politicians' and 'courts' into account for their reputed 'resistance to gun 
controls'!  They've 'resisted' since day one and it would take more than one hundred fifty (150) years to read through 
current "gun control laws" just once!  Evidently that 'resistance' is about as effective as a pair of breeding mules!  It's 
time long overdue to abolish 'gun controls' before those god-damned 'gun controls' abolish us!
4271    JUSTINIAN:  "Oh, (slobber, bawl, whine) Petronius, The Anointed advocates shooting at us traitors!  Doesn't 
he know he's liable to hurt us 'poor' degenerates?"
4272    PETRONIUS:  "Oh, slobbering, bawling, whining one, do you suppose he even gives a good god-damn about 
us or any other such lying low-lifes?!
4273    (You are god-damned right, he doesn't!)
4274    "But we can disarm the general populace with the enforcement of socialist legislations to 'permit' citizens to be 
armed, keeping the number so few they won't be a viable force, and we'll know exactly who they are!"
4275    JUSTINIAN:  "Oh, (snork) wisest of all High Bastards . . . er . . . High Bastions, what laws do we need to 
disarm the masses under the guise of arming the honest ones?"
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4276    PETRONIUS:  "That's a good nonthinking servant.  First, we prohibit weapons ownership of anyone we've 
railroaded at any time in their lifetime, anyone we can lure into having a 'mental history', anyone who might be a 
'person of interest' in any real or manufactured crime; and second, we deny any accountability or responsibility for our 
idiot puppets on government payroll to the general public who will pay for all of it."
4277    Are you beginning to get the picture?  If not, you'd damned well better be about the process while you still can!
4278    And here's the whistle on a few Catholic-cum-One-World-Government scams, assisted by virtually every Jew 
in sight, deliberately designed to legislate you into abject slavery the very instant you are disarmed by gun control!
4279    Another socialist proposal not yet on the books, but hard abreast for approval is the moneyless system:  where 
all monetary exchanges would be made by check or credit card, which in turn will be eliminated!
4280    Sometime back when the ABC television network still had its AM America, the original "Good Morning, 
America", famed Attorney F. Lee Bailey made an uncontested editorial advocating removal of all cash from common 
circulation as yet another 'crime preventative' being replaced with checks or credit cards to prevent money from being 
stolen!
4281    Either Mr. Bailey's intellect is decidedly deficient or his legal reputation is extremely overrated if he's never 
heard tell of a stolen check or credit card!
4282    In 1973 about the same time as those massive but contrived shortages of everything from stockpiles of sugar to 
a planet swimming in oil, there came a 'labor-saving cost-reduction' introduction known then as Computer Code 
Pricing!  It advocated adding a small, striped square to the labels of all commercially sold products "to eliminate the 
labor cost of a clerk having to mark each item with its price" which was supposed to reduce prices all over the place!
4283    How much has the price of food or anything else gone down since 1973?!
4284    We'll be glad to publish it, if someone can document it!  And don't give us that 'rising at a slower rate' bull, 
either!  That line of horse-puckey has more holes than all the Swiss cheese ever made!
4285    Enter now the 'it's-only-one-more-little-card' National Identity Card as the great panacea of 'identificationists' 
the world over!  This damnable device (again, in direct violation of the original Social Security law!) uses one's Social 
Security Number in computer code that can be read like a can of beans by those 'convenient-you-don't-have-to-stand-
in-line' computerized digital cash registers, permitting one to cash checks when out-of-town and a myriad of other 
reputed 'conveniences'.
4286    It's instant identification anywhere at any time!  Now, isn't that nice.
4287    Sneaking in here and there as a 'government cost-saving' move:  more and more cities and counties are edging 
toward regional 'authorities'; such as water management districts; airport and transportation 'authorities' or 
commissions; and even multi-jurisdictional police forces to coincide with district courts.  As nothing as that sounds, it 
will eventually eliminate all City, County, and State sovereignty!  There are already ten cities selected as regional 
capitols which will become the 'administrative' centers for their respective 'regions', the leaders of which will be 
appointed!
4288    That's right, too.  Appointed!  Not elected!
4289    It's called 'publicly', metro-government and regionalism in case you hear the terms.  What it should be called 
would be censored from a pornographic magazine!
4290    But we're a long way from through!
4291    Computer Code Pricing is common enough, but computerized utilities:  gas, water, and electricity, which is 
reputedly 'cheaper' if used during hours of low demand, is the best scam of the Grand Plan of TOTAL Global 
Enslavement!  And we'll tell you all about it.
4292    Next, but not to be ignored, is direct deposit banking; which in some areas is already providing pay-day every-
day for employees of some companies.
4293    The process is as simple as it is dangerous!  An employee simply passes a card through a time clock which is 
attached to a computer bank.  The computer knows the salary or pay-scale of the employee; and what, if any, wage 
changes are made during the work shift by job, should the employee move from one work station to another.  The 
employee simply passes the card through an appropriate time clock and the computer does everything else:  hours 
worked, right to the second; date; shift; job duty; production output; to-the-second job changes; meal and rest breaks; 
cafeteria purchases; transportation and parking; tax and Social Security deductions; credit union; insurance; union 
dues; trade subscriptions; bonuses; you name it, the computer does it; and then direct deposits the remainder in the 
employee's bank account that day at shift's end!
4294    JUSTINIAN:  "Oh, (gloat) Petronius, how glorious our treason is!"
4295    PETRONIUS:  "Silence!  Gloating fool, there's more!"
4296    Those 'so-convenient' 24-hour remote bank tellers are but a forerunner of total-telephonized banking and 
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commerce; permitting anyone with push-button telephones to:  dial the bank computer; dial the 'personal identification' 
number; dial the deposit-account number; dial the account-to-be-paid number; dial the amount to be paid!
4297    JUSTINIAN:  "Oh, (slime) Petro . . ."
4298    PETRONIUS:  "Shut up!"
4299    All verified in clear and very plain English generated by the computer!  Payments and purchases can be made 
instantly over any distance communications are capable of reaching.
4300    For those living the past few years in a broom closet, we're still sending signals to, and receiving data from, a 
satellite that is now out of our solar system!  Vatican City in Rome and the local 'National' House of Judah owned and 
controlled Bank isn't nearly that far away!
4301    The money is instantly deducted electronically from one account and just as instantly deposited electronically 
in the other account, all duly documented complete with automatic receipts by computer!  Now, isn't that just tooo-
toooo marvelous?
4302    Not to be outdone:  super-traitor Henry Steele Commanger has come up with a proposal, "The Declaration of 
Inter-Dependence" that when adopted will make the United States a subordinate territory of the United Nations!  In 
short, a slave state to the whims of the One World Government-dominated United Nations!
4303    The European (Common Market) Parliament will eventually become a greater world power than the United 
Nations; as That Great Harlot of Babylon at Roma and communist countries will have that falling-out of falling-outs; 
virtually eliminating the United Nations as anything but a global communication and translation forum with state-of-
the-art facilities!  Those countries that remain, but are under 'the mother church' or One World Government, will do as 
Rome dictates making any and all decisions or efforts un-profitable to Rome a waste of time and energy.
4304    Until the fun begins.  And the fun is already on the horizon.  The Big Boom approaches!  You don't think the 
huge investment by the House of Judah is just going to be swept aside like nothing, do you?  You know, the way 
government does you and any documentation you present at any grievance?  Well, the House of Judah has something 
the average citizen doesn't:  access to, and control over, virtually all the money in the world.  And MONEY is 
POWER!  When That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople, the Roman Catholic Church assisted by 
Greek Orthodox Christian Church begin to even touch the treasures and powers the House of Judah has reserved for 
itself as Zion, there will be more hell to pay than Lucifer himself can handle.  At least for the time being.
4305    JUSTINIAN:  "Oh, (snivel) Petronius, will The Akurians tell it all?"
4306    PETRONIUS:  "Every god-damned detail of it!"
4307    Now let us set the stage where even programmed-stupid redneck, yea-nigger, kak-jew mentalities can 
understand it!  They aren't going to like it, but they damned sure will not be able to misunderstand it!

THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

4308    ""Because the Nefilim (Watchers) betrayed man whom they made, and cause man to betray man even unto this 
day, will I deliver unending grief and eternal damnation upon the Nefilim and all who follow their ways of evil and 
abomination.""
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